A Guide to
Digital Marketing
for Private Practice
Neurology

As billions of dollars continue to be spent on medical
marketing, here are some cost-effective and practical
ways to build your presence online to convert internet
searchers to new patients.

In today’s digital age, spreading the word about your private neurology practice has evolved
beyond simply placing an advertisement in the local paper or putting an inviting sign outside
the door.
Because when new patients are looking for a specialty provider, such as yourself, one-third
of the time they turn to the internet.
That’s according to recent results from an online survey conducted by Workers-CompensationDoctors.com. While friends and family recommendations topped the list, close to 30 percent of
survey participants said they searched the internet to find a doctor when they last needed one.
Figuring out how to get noticed online by potential future patients probably feels a little daunting.
You have a medical degree, not a marketing degree. The challenge, however, is far from impossible.
How do you break through the noise and get traction for your practice on the web?
This guide offers a series of detailed action items to help you market your private practice online.
You will learn how some simple digital tools can help you spend less time and money on trying
to bring in new patients – and more time caring for the ones who come through the door.

Step 1:
Boost Your “Webutation”
Control the Narrative
Back before the internet was born, word of mouth and maybe
a telephone directory were the main engines that built a practice.
Today, the phonebook has been replaced by Google, and the
World Wide Web serves as a loudspeaker for your reputation –
your “webutation.”
Your webutation is the culmination of all the online information
about you. This is often information that you had nothing to do
with generating, and it can come from medical rating site listings,
blog post mentions, social media comments, court-case mentions,
licensing issues, published research, or educational and hospital
affiliation profiles.
The first step in taking control of your own web reputation is finding
out what’s already out there. Search your name and practice on the
internet and see what comes up. Use Google, Bing and Yahoo – all
the search engines your patients are likely going to use to find you.
Analyze the first page of results on the search engine. This serves
as a good barometer because it is the most recent and relevant web
information about you and your practice. It’s also where a majority
of people will end their search.

QUICK PRO TIP:

Set up a free profile
on HealthGrades.com.
Encourage your patients
in a follow-up email to
leave a review after
an appointment.

This is a good gut check time – are your website and social media
profiles up to date? We will discuss optimizing these online platforms
later in this white paper, but first and foremost, all information should
be accurate, relevant, and timely.
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Next, one of the easiest things you can do to help your webutation is set up a free profile
on HealthGrades. This medical rating site is a place where you can direct patients to leave a
review after office visits. You can’t (and shouldn’t) ask for a positive review, but if your patients
like you, getting more of them to rate you and your practice will help balance any potential
negative reviews.

A quick word of advice before we continue: Avoid engaging negatively online. Do not be the source of your own
negative webutation. Be professional. You never know who might be watching or listening.

Be Searchable
Most people who search the web for a neurologist are looking for one who is local. Google knows
that and uses algorithms to provide the most relevant results. Local search engine optimization
(SEO) includes the steps you can take to help search engine algorithms recognize your website
when it is relevant for internet searches.
Local SEO can be as complicated and involved as you want to make it.
But, for most practices, a few simple steps will do the trick.
1.

Set up your business page on Google My Business
Google My Business allows you to set up your business information
so it is accurate in Google searches. When you do this, Google will
want to verify your local address with a phone call or postcard. This
verifies you really are doing business locally at the indicated address.
The search engine will remember this in its algorithm when people
search for a neurologist in your area.
If you’ve previously used Google+ or Google Places for Business,
Google may have already migrated your information over. You
can check and make sure.

2. Create a local business page on Facebook
Facebook also allows you to set up a local business page and
verify your physical address. This is a clue to search engines to show
your website to individuals searching for neurologists in your area.
Facebook has the added benefit of being a very popular social media
platform. Your potential patients are there – you should be, too.
There are other social media outlets that allow you to set up a
business listing like LinkedIn and Twitter. The more of your own
listings you grab, the better.
3. Claim your listings
Beyond social media, there are business listings all over the internet.
These include physician directories such as Vitals and Healthgrades,
and more generic sites like Yelp and Foursquare. Logging into these
sites and identifying them as yours will help with your local SEO.
You can also monitor any feedback you may receive from the
website’s users.
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QUICK PRO TIP:

Clearly, cleaning up your webutation and optimizing search
is no small task. You definitely don’t want to go through all the
trouble of taking these steps and then direct potential patients
to anunattractive, outdated, cluttered, and difficult to navigate
website. All this work will be for naught.
This is where optimizing your website comes in. Continue reading for
some tips at optimizing your website to help turn internet searchers
into new patients.

Step 2:
Optimize Your Website

Standardize your
contact information.
Every instance your
business contact
information appears
online should be
uniform. That means,
the name, address, and
phone number should
all appear in the same
way, with matching
abbreviations or use
of parentheses. This
will speed search
engines’ recognition
of your business
and help eliminate
duplicate listings
in many directories.

Achieving a Professional Look
High-quality images are essential if you want your content to be
noticed in an increasingly crowded web space.
There are plenty of professional web designers and social media
experts who will happily take your money and help you with this.
But, if you run a small neurology practice and have more of a doit-yourself budget, there’s a lot you can do to optimize your own
images and get the professional look you want.
With a little knowledge and some tricks of the trade you can
deliver a high-quality and effective visual presence online.
But first things first: Make sure you know about image use liability.
Violating copyright laws can lead to huge fines – even up to
six figures.
So, you will want to make sure any images are free and safe to
use before you post them on your website. Some free photo sources
include, NIH Image Gallery, Wellcome Collection Creative Commons,
Pixabay, and Death to the Stock Photo.
Be aware that many of the free and inexpensive sources of images
are heavily used across the internet and on social media. Once you
start using them you will notice the same images popping up a lot
in your own searches. Sometimes, the best solution to this is to go
several layers deep in the search instead of just grabbing the first
one that comes up.
The subject of your image should make sense and be consistent with
your branding, but it doesn’t have to be literal. You want your image
to add to your story. Think about the emotion that a photo evokes or
the shared cultural experience that pictures can represent.

QUICK PRO TIP:

Use images that are
only as big as they need
to be for speed loading.
Most people will be
viewing your content on
a smartphone. Typically,
an image under 800
pixels should do the trick.
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Placement is also important. Research has shown that people tend to read webpages using an
F pattern, with less viewing the further down the post you go. That is, their eyes start at the top
left and move over to the right before scanning down the screen. Placing an eye-catching image
at the top of your post can be the best way to draw a reader in.
Worse than a poorly placed photo, though, is one that won’t load right away. Consider the resolution
and size of your images. The higher the resolution and the larger the file, the longer your image will
take to load — and the faster your reader will click away.

Why You Need an ‘About’ Page
Your website’s physician About page isn’t about you. It’s about
what you can do for your patients. This means it must be more
than a catalog of your credentials. Instead, the About page should
help your patients and potential patients understand what it will
be like to be your patient.
Key components of a quality About page include a photo of you,
information about your values as a physician, and an explanation
of how your expertise will benefit your patients.
Let’s start with the photo. It’s fair to let your potential patients
see who you are and get an idea of who will be talking to them
when they are perhaps at their most vulnerable.
Now, on to the content. Write about the values that guide your
practice philosophy to help attract the patients you are likely to
have the best relationships with.
Maybe your focus is on a shared decision-making model. Perhaps
you see yourself as more of a comforting guide to your patients.
Or, maybe you place a heavier emphasis on clinical evidence. Sharing
this kind of information on your About page helps readers know if
your practice fits their needs.
Next, show how your credentials and previous experiences
benefits your patients. People want to know how choosing you as
their physician will benefit them. Your credentials only matter if they
can help make that happen.
Finally, share a little something personal. Patients don’t need to
know about your student loan debt or your political views but
do give them a glimpse of what makes you human. Your family,
a hobby, a favorite TV show or vacation spot are little details that
make you relatable.

QUICK PRO TIP:

Try to write your
About page like
you speak. Record
yourself describing
your practice to a
friend and use the
recording as the first
draft of the page.
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Adjust to the Mobile Age
As more American adults come to own
smartphones, the devices are becoming
increasingly popular for internet searches.
Pew Research Center data from 2019 shows
that 51 percent of adults ages 30 to 49 and
34 percent of adults ages 50 to 64 prefer to
use a smartphone to search the web.
The Pew Research Center has also reported
62 percent of smartphone users will use their
device to search for information about a
medical condition.
The bottom line is that medical practices
are missing out on important opportunities
if they don’t make their online content easy to
use on mobile devices. It is essential to invest
in a mobile-responsive website.
There are many advantages to a mobileresponsive site, but the primary one is user
experience. When a site is mobile-responsive,
you adapt the layout so that the screen shows
the components according to your priorities.
For example, if you have a three-column
website on a desktop, you can have it
change to one or two columns based on
the width of the screen. This allows readers
to view information without shrinking or
expanding the screen or scrolling back
and forth across it.
Second, you can have the most important
content show up front and center on mobile
devices. Mobile users often want to book an
appointment. Scheduling information can be
placed so it is immediately visible in a mobileresponsive design.
If you aren’t sure whether your site is mobileresponsive or not, Google offers a testing tool
to find out.

Smartphone owners’ preferred way
of accessing the internet varies
substantially by age
% of smartphone owners who say they mostly go
online using...

18%

23%

28%

22%

23%

22%
21%

30%

42%

60%
46%

51%
34%

Smartphone
Users

18-29

44%

30-49

50-64

28%

65+

Both equally/ depends
A desktop, laptop, or tablet computer
A cellphone

QUICK PRO TIP:

Google boosts rankings
of mobile-friendly
webpages. Investing
in a mobile-responsive
site can help boost
your SEO.
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Step 3:
Get on Social Media
To Tweet or Not to Tweet
If you are like most physicians today, you probably use social media.
These outlets are fun, informal, and accessible.
The marketing potential on social media is substantial. Nearly 90%
of all Americans are online and three quarters of them use social
networking sites.
But beware. For physicians, the consequences of careless social
media use can be dire.
According to the Federation of State Medical Boards, boards can
discipline physicians with a letter of reprimand or revocation of a
license for the following social media offenses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inappropriate online communication with patients
Use of the Internet for unprofessional behavior
Online credential misrepresentation
Online patient confidentiality violations
Failure to reveal conflicts of interest online
Online derogatory remarks regarding a patient
Online depiction of intoxication
Discriminatory language or practices online

QUICK PRO TIP:

You can learn more
about online etiquette
and how to avoid
HIPAA violations in
social media policies
published by The
Federation of State
Medical Boards, The
American Medical
Association, and The
American Congress
of Obstetricians
and Gynecologists

In addition, violations of the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA) can result in civil and criminal penalties
of more than $1 million.
Take heart. You are not alone in the social media jungle; there are guidelines you can follow to keep you out of trouble.
Be Professional
All interactions with patients should be associated with a professional
(not personal) social media profile. If a patient “friends” you on Facebook,
for example, direct them to follow you on your professional profiles instead.
Avoid Advice
Do not give direct advice to a patient over social media channels.
A digital record of the interaction is permanent and may create a liability.
Know You’re Being Watched
Online comments always carry the potential of becoming public. And even
the smallest piece of information can be used to link back to a patient’s
identity, creating a serious HIPAA violation—not to mention very bad will.
Be Honest
Always be honest about your credentials, your professional affiliations,
and any conflicts of interest.
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Why You Need a Facebook Business Page
Nearly 70 percent of all Americans are on Facebook, according to a
2018 survey by the Pew Research Center. Knowing this, many people
in medical practice management are turning to this social network to
engage with current and future patients.
Your Facebook page is a way to showcase what your practice is
like in person. An active page with prompt, polite communication
between the office and patients can make a great impression
on newcomers.
There is also great marketing opportunity. Just as a practice may
once have bought a half page ad in a local football program,
practices today are utilizing “Boosted Posts.” This form of paid
advertising can be considerably cheaper and have a wider reach.
But, like a website, your Facebook must be managed. Though this
will take time, it has potential for big returns. Regular posts with
professional and inviting images grab the attention of your audience
(your current and future patients).

QUICK PRO TIP:

Try out Facebook’s
call-to-action button.
Here you can direct
patients to learn more
about your practice,
make an appointment,
send a direct message, shop on your
website, or even
download your app.

Some practices have integrated their YouTube channel into their
page so patients can meet doctors virtually before their first in-office
visit. Others use their page to announce upcoming practice events
and news. The possibilities are wide reaching and help you stay
connected with your community.

Step 4:
Capitalize on Digital Resources
You Already Have
The Power of Email Marketing
How much do you really use your address book? You probably
send out holiday cards, birth or graduation announcements for your
children, and that’s about it. Over the years, people move, change
their names, and get rid of the landline. That address book ends
up filled with duplicate entries and incorrect information.
Sadly, this is also the fate of many a medical practice email list.
Occasionally, a message gets sent to the list about a change in
office hours or the addition of a new practitioner. Otherwise the
list goes unused.
This is unfortunate because the email list is gold for growing
a medical practice. Did you know that email is 40 times more
effective than social media? That’s right. Email marketing works.
But for the email list to do its job it has to be used.

QUICK PRO TIP:

More people have
email accounts
than social media
accounts. Consider
adding an email
newsletter or “Note
from the Doc” to your
marketing strategy.
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The good news about setting up your email list for marketing your practice is that once you set the
program in motion, you don’t have to reinvent the wheel every time you want to send an email.
Here are a few steps to help you get started:
Choose an email service provider
We recommend MailChimp for a couple of reasons. It’s fun to use, and its free service will
be sufficient for many neurology practices. Note that this is for general medical information
and shouldn’t not be used for anything that requires HIPAA compliance.
Set up your existing email list with your chosen provider
MailChimp provides handy videos to walk you through all the steps to get set up.
It’s usually as simple as uploading a spreadsheet.
Add your patients’ emails to the list
Add some sign-up forms to your website, bills, and other patient communications. This
way patients (and future patients!) can easily add themselves to the list, too.
Once you’ve set it all up, start sending out helpful information
Remember, email marketing – whether for medicine or any other industry – works best
when you provide value. It’s not about spamming people with coupons or specials, it’s
about extending the excellent care you offer in your practice with useful information your
community can use.
This can be in the form of a fully developed and designed newsletter or a quick
“Note from the Doc.” Choose a format that you will maintain consistently for the
best results.

Maintaining revenue streams these days can be a rough road for neurologists. The email list is one of the
easiest, least costly ways to build relationships with your patients and the wider community.

Showcase Your Expertise
Whether you call it a blog, a newsfeed, or just a series of articles, regularly putting out fresh content
on your website is a good idea. It will get you noticed by Google and other search engines, and it
will show your readers that you mean business. It can turn a blah website into a place where people
want to come and stick around (and make an appointment).
So, then comes the real challenge: What should you write about?
Before you get to the what, you need to answer the question of “who” the content is for. That will
help determine what you want to write, as you will want to meet the needs of your target audience.
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QUICK PRO TIP:

Here are some good reasons for a neurologist in private practice to
have a blog:
• To attract new patients
• To be a resource for current patients
• To showcase your expertise
For example, let’s say you have just opened a new practice in child
neurology and your goal is to attract new patients. You probably want
your articles to be interesting to the parents of your community. You
can use your expertise to craft a blog that is tailored to that community,
and thereby show parents you may be the best provider to fit their
child’s medical needs.

Blogs are just articles
written in a friendly
style. They most often
are in the first person,
and they provide
some benefit to the
reader. This benefit
can be useful clinical
information, news
about your practice,
or pure entertainment.

For a little more inspiration, go through the following ideas below and see if any will work for you and your work.

Patient
Stories

Who doesn’t like a good story? Stories about your patients’ experiences with you can
have a big impact on others facing similar issues and challenges. When you can use
a patient’s real name and photo their story can be even more powerful. You might be
surprised by the number of patients that would be happy to share their happy story
on your website. Just make sure you consider HIPAA patient privacy laws and always
get signed consents for these kinds of blog articles.

Medical
News

We don’t have to tell you that there is a lot of bad health information out there. Now
more than ever, people can see headlines about medical conditions and topics almost
anywhere they turn on the internet. Unfortunately, your patients usually don’t have
enough information to interpret headlines or news about diseases correctly. You, on
the other hand, can be an expert. Help guide your patients through healthcare news.
It’s an opportunity to combat bad information with good and be seen as a reliable
information source for your community.

Commonly
Asked
Questions

It is likely that you get asked the same several questions repeatedly. Wouldn’t it be
nice if you had an article or blog post you could point to that could supplement those
conversations? It’s also true that if one patient has a question, others likely will too.
They will also benefit from the article.

Local Area
Concerns

Even though we are talking about online efforts here, let’s not forget you have a
real practice in a real community. And every community has its own local issues
and available resources. Your blog is a great place to let people know about things
like local health fairs or places they can drop off their unused prescriptions. Your
community may also have its own specific health concerns you may wish to address.

Practice
News and
Adventures

Did you just get a new piece of equipment? Have you started accepting a new
insurance? Are you renovating? Maybe you have some great Halloween party pictures
of you and your staff to share. When you hire a new nurse or one retires, let people
know. This category is wide open and depends on the tone you set for your practice.

Give some of these ideas a try. Putting out a blog on your website is a terrific way to promote your practice
while providing more resources for your patients. And, you might even enjoy it.
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Step 5:
Make the Most of Your
Best Marketing Tool: Yourself
Throughout this report, you have seen just how easy it can be to grow your presence online.
Whether you decide to optimize your patient email list with an e-newsletter or take to the
Twittersphere, there are several easy ways you can get your private practice noticed online.
Digital marketing cannot be ignored. The internet is a powerful referral tool in building
your practice.
As we mentioned at the beginning, family-and-friend referrals remain a preferred method for
those in search of a new provider.
Ultimately, digital marketing helps you be the doctor your patients want to brag about.
For example, finding your way into your patients’ social media feeds or email inboxes helps you
stay top of mind when friends and family come asking for a specialist recommendation.
As you build an online following through a blog or Facebook posts, all of your interested readers
and followers will come to see you as a physician they can trust. This will make them more likely
to share your content, or your name, if a friend or family member is looking for a neurologist.
Digital marketing is just one means to an end to growing your practice. As billions of dollars
continue to be spent on medical marketing, we hope this guide helped you learn some costeffective and practical ways to build your presence online to convert internet searchers to
new patients.

“Ultimately, digital marketing helps
you be the doctor your patients
want to brag about.”
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